SUBSTITUTE TEACHER PAY

EFFECTIVE 7/1/2021

Teacher:

Per Diem $117.00 per day
Retired District Employees $122.00 per day
Teacher Immersion Program $102.00 per day

Term Subs: (continuous days without interruption)

21+ Days *1/200th Step A1 per day
(less than a full semester)
Full Semester Per Contract Step A1 Salary
Full Year Per Contract Step A1 + Access to Benefits

Half-Day Subs:

Substitutes who work one-half day will have their salary prorated for the day based upon their daily rate listed above.

*Payable retro-active to the 11th day (days 11-20)

cc: Cabinet
SUBSTITUTE TEACHING ASSISTANT PAY

EFFECTIVE 7/1/2021

Teaching Assistant:

Per Diem $92.00* per day
Retired District Employees $107.00 per day

*or the higher rate if 2020-2021 rate was greater than $92.00

Term Subs: (continuous days without interruption)

21+ days $107.00 per day
(less than a full semester)*

Full Semester Per Contract Step A1 of T.A. Salary

Half-Day Subs:

Substitutes who work one-half day will have their salary prorated for the day based upon their daily rate listed above.

*Payable retro-active to the 11th day (days 11-20)

cc: Cabinet
SUBSTITUTE REGISTERED NURSE

EFFECTIVE 7/1/21

**Registered Nurse:**

$20.25 per hour

**Term Subs:** (continuous days without interruption)

21+ days New Entry Rate

61+ days Paid Holidays per District Holiday Schedule

**Scheduled Substitute Service for Physicals:**

Any substitute RN who accepts and fulfills such assignment will receive an additional $1.00 per hour.

cc: Cabinet